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CONFERENCE DEDICATION TO CAROL EASTMAN
INMEMORIAM

Marilyn Plumlee, Department ofLinguistics

It gives me great pleasure to have this opportunity to say a few words about Carol Eastman
and her impacton the study of languages, linguistics and literature at the University of Hawaii and
to acknowledge her important mentoring role to me and to a number of other graduate students
within the Collegeof LLLas well as in other departments.

For those who did not know her personally, I hope this dedication will serve as a brief
introduction to Dr. Eastman's accomplishments. For those who knew her and whose lives were
touched by her, I hope my remarks will evoke fond memories. And for all of us, Carol Eastman's life
serves to remind us of the impact oneperson can make when weinvest ourselves passionately in our
scholarly pursuits.

Carol Eastman earned a Ph.D.in Linguistics from the Universityof Wisconsin. She wrote her
Ph.D. dissertation on features of Swahili syntax based on field workin Kenya. She taught linguistics
and linguistic anthropology at the University of Washington as well as occasional classes in
Ethnomusicology and Women's Studies. Living in the Pacific Northwest, she was drawn to do
research on the Haida language, which resulted in the publication of a collection of Haida oral
narratives and scholarly papers in sociolinguistics.

Even after assuming her demanding duties as Executive Vice-Chancellor and Senior Vice-
President of the University of Hawai'i in 1994, Carol maintained her academic activities, continuing
to write and to serve on the editorial boards of several scholarly publications. Here on campus, she
taught a graduate seminar on Language and Ideology in the Department of Speech; she taught a
Freshman Seminar; she served on dissertation committees; she gave guest lectures to both
undergraduate and graduateclasses in the Department of Linguistics; she was a participating faculty
member at an East-West Center seminar studying the language of leadership. At the time of her
death, she was co-teaching an anthropology field methods class.

Carol was a quintessential interdisciplinarianwho constantly saw connections between fields
often regarded by others as separate entities. It is most appropriate that this graduate student
conference, with its focus on inter-disciplinary and inter-departmental relationships, be dedicated to
Carol Eastman and her memory.

I feelprivileged to have been her researchassistant for three years and to have benefited from
her academic mentoring. But most of all, I feel privileged to have known her as a friend. Her zest for
life, her ability to communicate enthusiasm, and her standards of excellence were an inspiration to
me. Her ability to be "real," to react as a friend despite her "lofty" position in the university
administration, exemplified qualities of humility and genuineness which I hope to emulate for the
rest of my life.
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Preface

Lucy Lower, Associate Professor of Japanese
Haejin E. Koh, Ph.D. Candidate in Korean Language

The papers in this volume represent a refereed selection of those presented at the second
annual Conference for Graduate Students in the College of Languages, Linguistics, and Literature of
the University of Hawaii at Manoa. The goal of these annual conferences is to create a forum for
scholarly interaction among the students and faculty in the College of Languages, Linguistics, and
Literature, as well as members of the university at large, and interested members of the local
community.Thesecondannual conference was held onMarch 7,1998, on the theme "Languages and
Literatures in the Age of Globalization/' The keynote address was by Dr. Peter Elbow, noted
authority on writing and pedagogy, and the 1995-96 holder of the Citizen's Chair of the
Department of English at the University of Hawaii.

Graduate students Katsura Aoyama of the Department of Linguistics and Jeffrey Hatcher of
the Department of English as a Second Language co-chaired the 1998conferencecommittee. Other
committee members represented all constituent departments: graduate students Haejin E. Koh from
the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures, Kathleen Cassity and Debra Nauyokas
from the Department of English, Chad Green and Dana K. Petteys from the Department of English
as a Second Language, and JungHsing Chang, Lan-Hsin Chang, Ruth Horie, Marilyn K. Plumlee,
Lawrence Rutter, and Peter Tovey from the Department of Linguistics; and Elizabeth Baez and
Christopher Court, faculty of the Department of European Languages and Literature and Hawaiian
and Indo-Pacihc Languages and Literatures respectively.

The editors, on behalf of conference organizersand participants, wish to thank the College
of Languages, Linguistics, and Literature, and in particular Dean Cornelia N. Moore, for supporting
this opportunity for intellectual exchange. College support included both funding—for the keynote
speaker, for refreshments at the conference, and for publication of these Proceedings— and
significant moral support Several dozen graduate students assisted in the review of the papers
submitted for publication, and their insights are deeply appreciated by contributors and editors
alike. And finally, we wish to express our congratulations and gratitude to the more than seventy
presenters and to the faculty and graduate students who volunteered as moderators and in other
capacities, for a stimulating and successful conference.

This volume is dedicated to the memory of Carol M.K. Eastman, Senior Vice President of
the University of Hawaii and Executive ViceChancellor of the Manoa Campus until her death in
October 1997, whose energy and high standards as a scholar and administrator, and whose
commitment to supporting student achievement, were an inspiration to us all.
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KEY TO TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

noticeable pause or break in rhythm (less than 0.5 second)
half second pause, as measured by stop watch
an extra dot is added for each half second of pause, hence,
full second pause

/?/ indicates transcription impossible
= indicates second utterance latched onto first, without perceptible pause

(Tannen 1984: xix)
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AN OT ANALYSIS OF THE JAPANESE CODA NASAL

Katsura Aoyama, Department of Linguistics

ABSTRACT

Although Japanese allows coda consonants, they are more restricted when compared to a language such
as English. The nasal is one of the consonants which occurs in the coda position, and many studies on
Japanese phonology (Vance 1987, among others) analyze thecodanasal to constitute an archiphoneme
/N/ which is distinct from the other nasal phonemes m the language, /m/ and /n/. Vance summarizes
the two distinctive properties of this archiphoneme as follows: (1) /N/ has many allophones, and (2)
/N/ constitutes a mora in itself, unlike /m/ and /n/ which are restricted to the onset position
(1987:38).

This paperproposes an alternative view of the coda nasal: namely, that underlyingly it is the alveolar
/n/, rather than a mora archiphoneme /N/. This analysis simplifies the phoneme inventory, and
furthermore makes itunnecessary todifferentiate phonemes which appear only as onset (/n/ and /m/)
from those which appear as coda (/N/). This alternative analysis of the coda nasal, which will be
presented within the framework of Optimality Theory and is based on the assumption that /n/ is the
underlying phoneme, can account for both properties of the coda nasal.

Findings from experimental studies on Japanese speakers' performancein English seem to support this
analysis. Japanese speakers most often pronounced English /n/ as a uvular nasal (NJ in the utterance-
final position, which is the phonetic realization of the coda nasal before a pause (Aoyama 1997).
Significant difficulty in distinguishing /n/ from /rj/ was found in Japanese speakers' perception of
English nasal phonemes (Aoyama 1998), which suggests that [rj] is an allophone of /n/.

INTRODUCTION

Japanese is generally considered to have a relatively simple syllable structure (Levelt
1989:329; Spencer 1996:81), and the coda consonants are more restricted when compared to a
language such as English. The coda nasal, as in hon 'book', is one of the consonants which occurs in
the coda position. Many studies onJapanese phonology (Amanuma et al. 1983; Vance 1987; Nakajo
1989) analyze this coda nasal to constitute an archiphoneme /N/1 which is distinct from the other
nasal phonemes in Japanese, /m/ and /n/. Vance summarizes the two distinctive properties of this
phoneme: (1) the coda nasal can appear as many allophones due to place assimilation, and (2) the
coda nasal constitutes a mora in itself,unlike /m/ and /n/ which are restricted to the onset position
(1987:38).

This paper proposes an alternative view of the coda nasal: namely, the various nasal
segments in the coda position are allophones of /n/ rather than a mora archiphoneme /N/. This
analysis simplifies the phoneme inventory; it is not necessary to specify that phonemes appear
only in the onsetposition (/n/ and /m/) or onlyin the codaposition(/N/). Thisanalysisof the coda
nasal, which will be presented within the framework of Optimality Theory (OT) and is based on
the assumption that /n/ is the underlying phoneme, can account for both properties of the coda
nasal.A briefsummary of the results of two experimental studieson Japanesespeakers' performance
in English will be offered as evidence.

TRADITIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE JAPANESE CODA NASAL

Various scholars claim that the Japanese coda nasal, as in hon l^ook', is a mora
archiphoneme which appears only in the coda position lexically (Amanuma et al. 1983; Vance
1987; Nakajo 1989; Shibatani 1990). It appears as a uvular nasal [n] before a pause (Vance 1987:34)
which is articulated with the back of the tongue bodyagainst the rear of the soft palate/uvula
(Nakano 1960:220). However, when the coda nasal is not followed by a pause, it is realized as a
wide variety of sounds (Vance 1987:35). Some examples are given in Table1.
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AN OT ANALYSIS OF THE JAPANESE CODA NASAL

Table 1. Some allophones of the coda nasal.
Example

Bilabial nasal
Alveolar nasal
Palatal nasal

hon mo 'book too'
hon da 'is book'
hon ni 'in book'

Velar nasal hon ka 'book?'

Note: [:] after a nasal means that the nasal is moraic.

There are many other nasal and nasalized segments reported to appear as allophones of
this coda nasal. Amanuma et al., for example, lists 14 segments in addition to the four nasal
segments in Table 1 (1983:78).

Thefollowing are the main properties of the codanasal: (1) the coda nasal is phonetically
realized as various sounds, (2) phonologically, the coda nasal, unlike /m/ and /n/, constitutes a
mora (Vance 1987:38). It is important to note here that various allophones of this coda nasal are
written with the same symbol in Japanese syllabary (kana). Vance calls this the mora nasal, and
Japanese linguists call this hatsuon (literally, 'skipped sound'). It has been written as /N/ in the
literature.

AN ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS

61

[hojiini]

[hon:ka]

In this paper, I propose that the alveolar nasal /n/, not an archiphoneme /N/, is the
underlying phoneme of the coda nasal (seeTable2).The distinctive properties of the coda nasal can
be explained if we assume that /n/ undergoes place assimilation and becomes moraic in the coda
position. This analysis simplifies the phoneme inventory, and it is not necessary to limit phonemes
to appear only in the onset position (/n/ and /m/ in the traditional analysis) or in the coda position
(/N/ in the traditional analysis). In the following sections, I will reanalyze Japanese nasal
phonemes within OT, and then I will briefly summarize other studies which offer support for this
analysis.

Table 2. Alternative view of Japanese nasal phonemes.
Phoneme

/m/

/n/

Distribution and characteristics

appears in the onset position only
appears in the onset and coda positions
constitutes a mora when it appears as coda

Example
me eve

neko 'cat'

hon 'book'

JAPANESE NASAL PHONEMES ANALYZED IN OPTIMALITY THEORY

The alternate view of Japanese nasal phonemes will be presented within the framework of
OT. Prince and Smolensky (1993) claim that languages have a universal set of constraints, and that
languages differ in their ranking of these constraints (1993:3). Although OT also proposes an input,
an output, and a relation between the two, it differs from other derivational paradigms in the
mechanism by which the output is mediated (Archangeli 1997:13). In this framework, there are no
intermediate forms between the input and the output. Instead, all possible variants are produced in
one step and then evaluated in parallel (Prince and Smolensky 1993:5).

SYLLABLE STRUCTURE IN JAPANESE.

According to Vance, all Japanese syllables conform to a shape proposed in the following
schema (1987:64) (Note: N stands for the mora nasal, Q stands for the mora obstruent in his
schema.):
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(C)(y)V {V or N or Q}

Vance, however, mentions the exception of overlong syllables, for example, /tooQ-ta/
'passed'. They are, in fact, not too uncommon, but we will follow Vance's schema here since it is
beyond the scope of this paper to present counter-arguments.

This schema can be interpreted by the following constraints. The relevant constraints will
be listed, and then their partial rankings will be discussed.

First, there is the constraint *Complex:
(1) *ComplexSyllables have at most one consonant at an edge.

Second, there is the Onset constraint, which requires all syllables to begin with at least one
consonant:

(2) Onset Syllables begin with a consonant.

Third, there is the Peak constraint which requires syllables to have a vowel as their peak:
(3) Peak Syllables have a vowel.

Finally, there is the constraint No Coda, which bans consonants in the coda:
(4) No Coda Syllables end with a vowel.

Since consonants are optional in the onset in Japanese, the constraint Onset is ranked lower
than *Complex, Peak and No Coda;.
*Complex, Peak, No Coda » Onset

Table 3. Syllables in Japanese.
Syllable structure Example "Complex Peak No Coda

(except the coda nasal)
Onset

CV me 'eye'
tVN sen 'thousand'
Cw koe 'voice'
VN en 'yen' *

CVc —

*

CCV —

*

<3c —

*

Table 3 summarizes the possible syllable structures in Japanese. Note that syllables which
contain themora obstruent /Q/ are omitted since they are notrelevant to this paper. Also, lower
case 'c' in the coda position does not include nasals.

THE ALVEOLAR NASAL /N/ IN THE CODA POSITION

Additional constraints are necessary to analyze the coda nasal. One of the distinctive
properties of the coda nasal is that it can be phonetically realized as various nasal and nasalized
segments. This property can be accounted for even if we assume that alveolar /n/ assimilates its
placeof articulation to the following segment. Some relevantconstraints are given:

(5) Identical Cluster Constraints (ICC):
Place: A sequence of consonants must be identical in place ofarticulation.
(6) Faithfulness Constraints (Faith):
Nasality: A nasal segment/feature of the input has an identical correspondent in the
output.
Place: The place of articulation of the input hasan identical correspondent in the output.
FaithV: A vowel of the input has an identical correspondent in the output.
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Since /n/ assimilates its place of articulation but retains its nasality, ICC [Place] must be
ranked higher than Faith [Place].

ICC [Place] » Faith [Place]

Tableaux 1 and 2 demonstrate place assimilation of the coda nasal.

Tableau 1 /n/ assimilation to /m/

/hon mo/ 'book too' ICC [Place] i Faith INas] Faith [Placel
Ihonrmoj *! '

«** [hon: mo] i *

Tableau 2 /n/ assimilation to /k/

/hon ka/ 'book?' ICC [Place] ' Faith [Nas] Faith [Place]
[hon: ka] •I i

•* [hon: ka] i
*

Thecoda nasal loses its placeof articulation before a pause, and it is phonetically realized
as a uvular nasal [n]. Pulleyblank notes that codas make poor hosts for a number of features,
including place distinctions, and that it is common for phonemes to be neutralized in the coda
position (1997:81). An example of this phenomenon is the neutralization of voicing distinctions in
codas in Russian and other languages (ibid.:81). He proposes the following constraint, which
requires that codas be minimally specified:

CONTRASTIVE CODA: A CODA DOES NOT BEAR CONTRASTIVE FEATURES.

In this paper, I interpret this constraint to mean that the alveolar nasal /n/ loses its point
ofarticulation, i.e., /n/ becomes [n]. Because theunderlying /n/ loses its point of articulation in the
coda position, I assume that this constraint is ranked higher than Faith [Place]. It is, however,
ranked lower than Faith [Nas], since the underlying /n/ does not lose its nasality. Contrastive
Codais alsoranked lower than ICC [Place] because /n/ assimilates its placeand does not appear as
a uvular nasal [n] when it appears before another consonant. FaithV is ranked higher than
Contrastive Coda, because an output with an inserted vowel (e.g., the candidate [honVka] in
Tableau 4) is not optimal.3

ICC [Place], FaithV, Faith [Nas] » Contrastive Coda » Faith [Place]

Now, with this constraint ranking, it is possible to explain the uvular [n] before a pause as
an allophone of the alveolar /n/ (see Tableau 3). Also Tableau 4 shows a revised version of Tableau
2 with a new candidate containing a uvular nasal.

Tableau 3 /n/ before a pause.
/hon/ 'book' ICC [Place] Faith [Nas] Contrastive Coda Faith [Place]

[hon:] *!

[horn:] *i

*- [hoN:] *
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Tableau 4 /n/ assimilation to /k/.

/hon ka/ 'book?' ICC [Place] ! FaithV ! Faith [Nas] Contrastive Coda Faith [Place]

[hon: ka] 1 i i
*

[hoN: ka] *! I i »

[hoka] i i »,

[honVka] • •

<*" [hog: ka] I I
* »

One of the properties of /N/ is that it constitutes a mora in its own right. Hammond
introduces a constraint, (syllabic) Licensing, which requires all words to be composed of syllables
(1997:35). For example, in English a hypothetical word such as tkin is not possible since t does not
satisfy Licensing (ibid.:41). It is known that Japanese utilizes a phonological unit smaller than the
syllable, called a mora, and that all syllable-final consonants must constitute a mora (Shibatani
1990:140). I propose a constraint, Mora Licensing, which requires the last segment in Vance's schema
{V or N or Q} to constitute a mora:'

(9)Mora Licensing Each segment in the coda must constitute a mora.
Tableau 5 is a revision of Tableau 4, with more candidates and more constraints.

Tableau 5 /n/ assimilation to /k/.

/hon ka/ "bodk't ICC [Place] J Faith
i [Nas]

Mora Licensing Contrastive Coda No Coda Faith

[Place]

[hoka] l »j »

[honka] »! 1 » * »

[hon: ka] *! I * *

[hoNka] *! I
» * *

[hoN: ka] »! • *

[honka] *i * • *

«• [hog: ka]
.

•» » »

Now let us reconsider the two main properties of /N/ in the traditional analysis:
(1) Various nasal and nasalized segments appear as allophones of the archiphoneme /N/.
(2) /N/ constitutes a mora in itself, unlike /m/ and /n/ in the onset position. As seen in

Tableau 6, an analysis which assumes /n/ as the underlying phoneme can explain both properties;
thus, it is not necessary to have a mora archiphoneme /N/, but we do need to reconsider the
phoneme /n/.

SUMMARY: CONTRAST BETWEEN THE TRADITIONAL ANALYSIS AND THE ALTERNATIVE

ANALYSIS

The differences between the traditional analysis of the coda nasal and the alternate
analysis proposed here are summarized in Table 4 (I excluded the velar nasal here). The main
advantage of this alternative analysis is that the Japanese phoneme inventory becomessimpler. In
the traditional analysis, /n/ and /N/ are in a complementary distribution; all nasal phonemes
appear only as onsets (/m/ and /n/) or only as codas (/N/). By having /n/ as the underlying
phoneme of the coda nasal, the phoneme inventory has simpler phoneme distributions without an
archiphoneme /N/.
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Table 4 Comparison of the traditional view and the alternative view
Traditional analysis Alternative analysis

Phonemes
and

Archiphonee

Distribution and
Cha racteristics

Phonemes Distribution and Characteristics

Bilabial nasal

/m/
Onset only Bilabial nasal /m/ Onset only

Alveolar nasal
/n/

Onset only Alveolar nasal /n/ Onset and coda

Mora nasal

/N/
Coda only *

Moraic
Moraic in coda

EVIDENCE FROM JAPANESE SPEAKERS' PERFORMANCE IN ENGLISH

In other studies, Japanese speakers displayed significant difficulty in producing and
distinguishing the English phoneme /n/ among three English nasal phonemes /m/, /n/ and /rj/.
Theirproduction of the English /n/ was similar to that of the Japanese utterance-final coda nasal,
i.e., a uvular [n] (Aoyama 1997). Since the production task was to read a list of English words, all
the coda nasals werepronounced before a pause. Many Japanese speakers succeeded in producing
/m/, butproduced /N/ as [n]. TheEnglish /n/ wasmostoften pronounced asa uvular nasal [n] (13 out
of 23utterances, 56.5%), which is the phonetic realization of the Japanese coda nasal before a
pause.

The Japanese speakers also had considerable difficulty in distinguishing the English /N/
from /n/ in a perception task (Aoyama 1998). In the perception study, other contrasts in the coda
position (word-final /m/ vs. /rj/ and word-final /m/ vs. /n/) were as easy to distinguish as the
contrast between /m/ and /n/ in the onset position, although there is no such nasal phoneme
distinction in the coda position in Japanese. An anonymous reviewer pointed out that it remains
unexplained why Japanese speakers could easily distinguish word-final /m/ from /n/ and /rj/
while they had difficulty distinguishing syllable-final /rj/ from /n/. Here, I tentatively
hypothesize that a sound which is recognized as a phoneme in oneposition (for example, /m/, but
not /n/, in the onsetpositionin Japanese) is easier to distinguish in otherpositions, even though the
sound doesnot occurin that positionin one'snativelanguage.

Theseresults cannot be easilyexplainedif one assumes /N/ to be a separate mora phoneme
in Japanese. The traditional analysis of the coda nasal /N/, which has claimed to have [m], [n], [rj],
[N] and others as allophones, would affect the production and perception of all English nasal
phonemes in the coda position. Theparticulardifficulty found in Japanesespeakers' production and
perception supports the alternate analysis of the Japanese coda nasal: it is underlyingly an /n/, not
an archiphoneme /N/.

CONCLUSION

In traditional phonology, the Japanese coda nasal has beenanalyzed differently from the
alveolar nasal /n/ as an archiphoneme /N/. This paper attempts to show that it is possible to
analyze the coda nasal as an alveolar /n/ underlyingly. Studies onJapanese speakers' performance
of English nasal phonemes seem to support this analysis. The phoneme inventory of Japanese
becomes simplerwith no phonemesin complementary distribution with this reanalysis of the coda
nasal.
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NOTES

1 It is not clear whether /N/ stands for a uvular I"I or an archiphoneme /N/ in the traditional analysis (for
instance, Vance 1987). In either case, however, it is clearly differentiated from the alveolar /n/; thus,
whether it is a uvular nasal or an archiphoneme is not crucial to the argument in this paper. Here, I
take this as an archiphoneme /N/.

2 Whether /rj/ is a phoneme or not is another problem in the Japanese nasal phoneme inventory, but I
will not discuss this in this paper. Also, I limit my argument of the coda nasal to utterance final ones.
There is a possibility of Iml appearing in the coda word-internally.

3 I thank an anonymous reviewer for indicating this constraint and the corresponding candidate.
4 Vance mentions some exceptions of /N/, which appear utterance-initially (1987:39); however, aside

from marginal examples, he concedes that /N/ occurs only after a vowel.
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DISTRIBUTIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN [ga] AND [rja] IN THE
JAPANESE NOMINATIVE CASE MARKER /ga/: LINGUISTIC AND
SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACHES

Sukenari Hino, Department ofLinguistics

ABSTRACT

Quantitative surveys [Kindaichi (1967), Hibiya (1995)1 have investigated the change of word-internal [q]
to [g] in the Tokyo dialect in terms of age differences. My research, in contrast, is based solely on one
informant and one word (the nominative case marker /ga/). I tape-recorded my informant's speech in
three settings: Radio Ministry, Speech in Church, and Radio Talk Show. By analyzing the recorded
speech in terms of a linguistic (phonological and syntactic) approach and a sociological (sociological
and psychological) approach, I propose the phonological, syntactic, sociological, and psychological
conditions under which [rja] and [ga] occur, [ga] tends to occur after nasals and after the low vowel /a/;
in a subordinate clause; in a formal setting and situation; and in careful speech, [gal tends to occur after
obstruents; in a main clause; in an informal setting and situation; and in casual speech.

1. INTRODUCTION

The velar nasal [rj] in Japanese can be regarded as an allophone of /g/ in the Tokyo dialect
since [g] and [rj] are in complementary distribution, i.e., [g] occurs word-initially whereas [rj] occurs
word-internally as given in (1):

(1) word-initial [g]

/geki/ 'drama' [geki]
/gobo:/ 'burdock' [gobo:]

word-internal [rj]

/kagami/ 'mirror' [kanami]
/kaNgaeru/ 'think' [karjnaenu]
/uguisu/ 'Japanese nightingale' [umuiisu|]

Word-internal /g/ thus changes to [rj] either intervocalically (/kagami/ to [kagami],
/uguisu/ to [uinraisuj]) or after the mora nasal /N/1 (/kaNgaeru/ to [karjnaenu]) within a single
word.

In compounds consisting of M, (FirstMorpheme)and M2 (SecondMorpheme), M2-initial /g/
also changes to [n] in the Tokyo dialect as given in (2):

(2) /migi-gawa/ right-side 'right side' [mirjinawa]

/kai-gan/ sea-shore 'seashore' [kairjan]

/haNga/ board-picture 'woodcut' [harjna]

In these words, /g/ changes to [rj] either intervocalically (/migi-gawa/ to [mirjinawa], /kai-
gan/ to [kainan]) or after /N/ (/haNga/ to [harjna]). These changes can also be regarded as word-
internal changes.

What about /g/ in the nominative marker /ga/? It also changes to [rj] in the Tokyo dialect,
as shown in (3):

67
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(3) /korega/ 'this' + Nom [korega]
/hoN ga/ Ijook' + Nom [horjna]

This change also occurs either intervocalically ( /kore ga/ to [korega]) or after /N/ (/hoN
ga/ to [horjga]).This change, therefore, can also be regarded as a word-internal change.

Thus word-internal /g/ in single words, compounds, and the nominative marker /ga/
changes to [rj] in theTokyo dialect2.

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

It is generally believed that word-internal [rj] is changing to [g] among the younger
generation of Japanese speakers. Quantitative surveys by Kindaichi (1967) and Hibiya (1995) give
evidence for this.

2.1. Kindaichi's survey

In 1941, Kindaichi asked his high school students to read thirteen words3 and immediately
judged whether they produced [rj] or [g] for word-internal /g/. His data indicates that about 30% of
the informants consistently used [g] word-internally and that about 30% consistently used [rj]. The
others used [rj] sometimes and [g] at other times. He concluded that word-internal [rj] was
undergoing a change because he assumed that native Tokyo speakers who were more than 30 years
old at that time consistently used word-internal [rj].

2.2. Hibiya's survey

In 1986, Hibiya conducted spontaneous interviews with 88 speakers, and among them, 62
speakers were analyzed. Of these 62 speakers (31 male and 31 female), 48 were born in Nezu, Tokyo,
while 14 grew up in other areas of the city. Their ages ranged from 14 to 81. All 5,277 tokens in which
word-internal /g/ occurs were coded for age, sex, and place of birth in Tokyo {yamanote 'uptown, the
western part of Tokyo consisting of middle- and upper-class residential areas', Nezu, or shitamachi
'downtown, the eastern part of Tokyo where the lower middle-class and blue-collar workers live').
She states the results as follows:

1. The informants at the younger age levels definitely had more [g] realizations than those at
the older age level.

2. The sex difference is not as striking as the age stratification.
3. Yamanote speakers have 71% [g] realization. Shitamachi speakers, on the other hand,

disfavored [g] (42%). The informants born in Nezu, located on the border of the two
subareas, fell in between (51%).

4. [+yamanote] (not only those who were born and brought up in the yamanote area, but also
those who had daily contact with yamanote later in their lives) have 77% [g] realization ([-
yamanote] have 45%).

From 3 and 4 above, she concluded that the change of word-internal [rj] to [g] in Tokyo
Japanese originated in yamanote and spread to shitamachi by those who have been in close contact
with yamanote. She also concluded that the yamanote version of Tokyo Japanese has served as the
model or source for the speakers in the shitamachi area. That is, [g] is more prestigious than [rj].

3. MY APPROACH

Both Kindaichi and Hibiya conducted quantitative research. That is, they conducted
interviews with many informants and collected data from many words that have internal /g/.
Kindaichi's final goal was to describe the ongoing change from [rj] to [g] by focusing on age
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difference. Hibiya also described the ongoing change from [rj] to [g] by focusing on age difference
and contact.

My approach, in contrast, is based solely on one informant and one word in which internal
/g/ occurs (the nominative marker /ga/). My goal is to describe the conditions under which [rja] and
[ga] occur.

I chose only the nominative marker /ga/ since it frequently occurs in speech, and I can make
phonological contrasts in detail (/ga/ that follows nasal versus obstruent, /ga/ that follows high
vowels versus low vowels, and /ga/ that occurs with high-pitch accent versus low-pitch accent) and
syntactic contrast (/ga/ that occurs in main clause versus subordinate clause). These conditions may
be overlooked in quantitative surveys.

I chose only one informant (Pastor Watanabe) since I can easily make contact with him (I am
a member of his church), and he speaks in three different settings (Radio Ministry, Speech in Church,
and Radio Talk Show). I could thus contrast his speech in a formal setting (Radio Ministry) and a less
formal setting (Radio Talk Show). Further, I could divide his Speech in Church (SC) into 'formal
situation' and 'informal situation' based on his style of speech, and could compare the distribution
between [rja] and [ga] in each situation in SC. The informant thus creates formal and informal
situations by shifting back and forth between formal and informal styles. In Labov's (1972)
quantitative survey, presupposed social factors (age, gender, social class, situation, and the like) were
shown to influence speech. In formal situations, for example, formal speech occurs. That is, a formal
situation (society) creates formal speech (language). This is what Labov calls 'socially realistic
linguistics.' I will apply this to the Radio Ministry and the Radio Talk Show settings. Speakers,
however, can also create social situations (formal and informal) by using formal and informal speech,
as my informant did in SC.That is, speech (language)can create a social situation (society). Language
and society thus interact with each other. This is what Hymes (1974) calls 'socially constituted
linguistics.' I will apply this to Speech in Church.

4. THREE SETTINGS

My informant Pastor Watanabe speaks in the following three settings:

Radio Ministry (RM): The informant records speech about the Bible to the public for about eight
minutes at a time at the Radio K-Japan Studio, Honolulu, Hawaii. Even though he has
prepared brief written notes, he never uses the notes. He consistently uses polite forms desu
and masu, and his speech speed is stable. I recorded his broadcasts seven times on February
22, March 1,15,22,29, April 5, and 12,1998.

Speech in Church (SC): The informant speaks to the members of the church at the Olivet Baptist
Church, Honolulu, Hawaii for about 30 minutes every Sunday morning. He uses the formal
speech style when preaching, whereas he uses the informal speech style when he digresses
from the main topic and talks about his relatives or to one of the members. I divided his
whole speech into 'formal situation' and 'informal situation.' I recorded his speech twice on
March 1 and March 8,1998.

Radio Talk Show (RTS): The title is kono kata to koohii o moo ippai 'another cup of coffee with this
person.' This is talk between Ms. Tomita (interviewer) and the informant. They talk face-to-
face, seated about seven feet apart. They consistently use polite forms. Two tapes of this
forum of speech were broadcast on December 25, 1997 (25 minutes duration; main topic
Christmas) and April 10,1998 (20minutes duration; main topic Easter).

I recorded RM and RTS with Sony CD Radio Cassette-Corder CFD-8, and SC with Sony Cassette-
Corder TCM-929.1 transcribed RM,SC,and RTS in Hiragana syllabary with [ga] and [rja].
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5. INFORMANT

Myinformant, Kunihiro Watanabe, has beena pastorat theOlivet Baptist Church, Honolulu,
Hawaii for 20years.He is 68years old. His briefpersonalhistoryis as follows:

Bornin Fukushima prefecture in 1929. Afterthat, livedin Yodobashi, Tokyofor 20years.
LeftAoyama GakuinUniversity (Department ofEnglish and American Literature) in 1950.
Graduated from Seinan Gakuin University (Department of Theology) in 1954. Served as an

interpreter between American professors and Japanese students.
Served as a pastor in Japan from 1954 through 1978.
Has served as a pastor at the OlivetBaptist Church from 1978 to the present.

6. LINGUISTIC APPROACH

In this section, I will discuss phonological and syntactic conditions under which [ga] and [rja]
occur.

6.1. Phonological Conditions

6.1.1.Progressive Assimilation

I will first examine the distribution between [ga] and [rja] according to the phonological
environment preceding /ga/. Table 1 shows the numbers of [ga] and [rja] that occur immediately
after /a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/, and /N/ (mora nasal) in the three settings (Tables l.d and l.e
summarizes the total numbers):

Table 1

a. Radio Ministry
Date Feb. 22 Mar.l Mar. 15 Mar. 22 Mar. 29 Apr. 5 Apr. 12
Environment No. of

foa] [ga]

No. of

foa] Iga]

No. of

foa] [ga]

No. of

foa][ga]

No. of

[na] [ga]

No. of

[ga] [ga]

No. of

foa] [ga]

Total No. of

foa] [ga]

Ratio of

[qa] [ga]
a„ 12 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 4 0 5 0 8 0 34 0 100% 0%

i_ 3 0 5 2 4 1 2 0 5 1 2 0 2 1 23 5 82% 18%

u„ 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 5 6 3 0 4 1 17 7 71% 29%

e_ 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 100% 0%

o_ 2 1 3 0 5 0 5 0 5 1 1 1 5 1 26 4 87% 13%

N„ 0 0 7 0 4 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 17 0 100% 0%

Sum 17 1 17 2 19 1 16 0 21 8 12 1 20 3 122 16 88% 12%

b. Speech in Church
Date Mar.l Mar. 8

Environment No. of

[ga] [ga]

No. of

foa] [ga]

Total No. of

foa] [ga]

Ratio of

foa] [ga]
a_ 18 3 10 0 28 3 90% 10%

i_ 18 10 9 6 27 16 63% 37%

u_ 2 3 1 2 3 5 38% 62%

e_ 11 4 1 2 12 6 67% 33%

o„ 16 9 18 5 34 14 71% 29%

N_ 7 0 13 0 20 0 100% 0%

Sum 72 29 52 15 124 44 74% 26%

c. Radio Ta kShow
Date Dec. 25 Apr. 10
Environment No. of

foa] [ga]
No. of

foa] [ga]

Total No. of

foa] [ga]

Ratio of

foa] [ga]
a_ 10 0 6 0 16 0 100% 10%

i_ 17 5 6 2 23 7 77% 23%

u„ 10 5 3 0 13 5 72% 28%
e_ 6 2 0 2 6 4 60% 40%

o_ 16 3 10 2 26 3 90% 10%

N_ 4 0 6 0 10 0 100% 0%
Sum 63 15 31 6 94 21 82% 18%
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d. Total numbers of [na^ and [ga] i
Environment Total No. of

[na] [ga]
Ratio of

[rja] [ga]
a_ 78 3 96% 4%

!_ 73 28 72% 28%

u_ 33 17 66% 34%

e_ 23 10 70% 30%

o„ 86 21 80% 20%

N„ 47 0 100% 0%

Sum 340 79 81% 19%

e. Total numbers of [rja] and [ga]after low, mid, high vowels
Environment Total No. of

[pa][ga]
Ratio of

[pa] [ga]
after the low vowel /a/
after mid vowels /e/ /o/
after high vowels /i/ /u/

78 3

109 31

106 45

96% 4%

78% 22%

70% 30%

71

As Table l.d indicates, after /N/, only [rja] occurs. This is clearly due to progressive nasal
assimilation. Additionally, as Table l.e indicates, [ga] occurs 96% after the low vowel [a], 78% of the
time after mid vowels /e/ and /o/, and 70% of the time after high vowels /i/ and /u/. I consider
this to be progressive sonorant assimilation since the low vowel /a/ is higher in sonority than the
high vowels /i/ and /u/, and [n]is higher in sonority than [g].

When the nasals ([m], [n], [n]) precede vowels, [rja] tends to occur in the three settings, as
shown in Table 2:

Table 2

a. Radio Ministry
Date Feb. 22 Mar.l Mar. 15 Mar. 22 Mar. 29 Apr. 5 Apr. 12
Environment No. of

[pa][ga]
No. of

[pa][ga]

No. of

[pa][ga]

No. of

[pa] [ga]

No. of

[pa][ga]

No. of

[pa][ga]

No. of

[pa][ga]

Total No. of

[pa] [ga]

Ratio of

[pa] [ga]
ma„ 10 1 1 5 4 21

mae_ 1 1

mi_ 1 1 2

na„ 2 2

no„ 2 2 4

qai_ 1 1

Sum 10 2 2 2 3 5 7 31 0 100% 0%

b. Speech in Church
Date Mar.l Mar. 8

Environment No. of

[pa] [ga]

No. of

[pa][ga]

Total No. of

[pa] [ga]
Ratio of

[pa] [ga]
ma_ 5 2 7

me:_ 1 1

mi_ 1 1

moi_ 1 1

na_ 1 1

nai_ 3 1 3 1 75% 25%

ne„ 3 1 3 1 75% 25%

no_ 2 2 4

no:_ 2 2

pai_ 2 2

Sum 18 2 7 25 2 93% 7%
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c. Radio Talk Show
Date Dec. 25 Apr. 10
Environment No. of

[pa] [ga]
No. of

[pa] [ga]
Total No. of

[pa][ga]
Ratio of

[pa] [ga]
ma_ 7 7

mae_ 1 1

nu„ 4 2 6

pi- 1 1

mo. 1 1

no_ 5 1 6

PO_ 2 2

Sum 19 5 24 0 100% 0%

Sukenari Hino

[ga] occurs 98% of the time after a nasal followed by a vowel. This is also due to progressive
nasal assimilation.

[ga] , on the other hand, occurs after obstruents and sonorants ([r] and [y] only, not nasal)
followed by vowels. Table 3 shows [ga]and [ga] that occur in each environment in the three settings:

Table 3

a. Radio Ministry
Date Feb. 22 Mar.l Mar. 15 Mar. 22 Mar. 29 Apr. 5 Apr. 12 Sum Ratio of

[pa][ga]
Environment [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga] [pa] [ga]
hi_ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%

ki_ 2 1 2 1 67% 33%

JL 2 2 2 1 1 7 1 88% 12%

UL 1 1 1 1 2 4 2 67% 33%

Ju_ 3 6 1 3 7 30% 70%

to„ 2 1 1 5 5 3 1 1 2 1 18 4 82% 18%

Sum 5 1 4 2 8 1 5 8 8 2 1 3 3 35 16 69% 31%

b. Speech in Church
Date Mar.l Mar. 8

Environment No. of

[pa] [ga]

No. of

[pa] [ga]

Total No. of

[pa] [ga] i

Ratio of

[pa] [ga]
ra_ 1 1 1 1

ta:_ 1 1

0a:_ 2 1 2 1 67% 33%
ki 1 1 1 1 50% 50%

JL 4 6 1 3 5 9 36% 64%

tIL 3 2 3 2 6 4 60% 40%
hai_ 1 1

pai_ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%
Ju_ 3 3
tsu_ 1 2 1 2 33% 67%

re_ 2 1 1 2 3 3 50% 50%
koe 3 3

Jo_ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%
to_ 7 5 7 3 14 8 69% 31%

kyo:_ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%

Jo:„ 1 1

to:„ 1 1

yo:_ 2 2 2 2

Sum 25 29 13 15 38 44 46% 54%
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c. Radio Talk Show
Date Dec. 25 Apr. 10
Environment No. of

foa] [ga]
No. of

foal [ga]

Total No. of

faa] [ga]
Ratio of

foa] [ga]
bi„ 1 1

JU- 1 1
ki 2 1 2

JL 1 1 1 2 1 67% 33%

tJL 1

d3u_ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%

ku_ 1 2 1 2 33% 67%
ru_ 1 1

tsu_ 2 1 2 4 1 80% 20%
re„ 2 1 2 2 3 40% 60%

te:„ 1 1 1 1 50% 50%
f?o_ 1

o 3 1 3 1 75% 25%
ho:_ 1 1

Jo:„ 1 1

to:„ 1 1

Sum 11 15 3 6 14 21 40% 60%

The followin

Table 3.d

g Table 3.d summarizes a, b, and c:

Environment No. of

[ga][ga]
Ratio of

[ga] [ga]
ra_ 1 1 50% 50%

ta:„ 1

tla:_ 2 1 67% 33%

bi_ 1

Ri_ 1

hi_ 1 1 50% 50%

ki 3 5 38% 62%

JL 14 11 56% 44%

t)L 10 7 59% 41%

hai_ 1

pai„ 1 1 50% 50%

d3u_ 1 1 50% 50%

ku_ 1 2 33% 67%

ru_ 1

Ju_ 3 10 23% 77%

tsu_ 5 3 63% 37%

re_ 5 6 45% 55%

te:_ 1 1 50% 50%

koe_ 3

KO„ 1

To_ 4 2 67% 33%

to„ 32 12 73% 27%

ho:„ 1

kyo:_ 1 1 50% 50%

Jo:„ 2

to:„ 2

yo:„ 2 2 50% 50%

Sum 87 81 52% 48%

73

[ga] occurs 77% of the time after [Ju], 67% of the time after [ku], and 62% of the time after [ki].
This is because [Ju] [ku], and [ki] are combinations ofan obstruent and a high vowel bothofwhich
are lower in sonority than other segments.

Table 3.e shows [ga] that occurs after sonorants ([r] and [y]) and obstruents:

Table 3.e
1 Environment No. of [ga] Ratio

after sonorant [r] and [y] 10 12%

after obstruents 71 88%

Sum 81 100%

Thus [ga] occurs after obstruents followed by vowels 88% of the time. This is also due to
progressive obstruent assimilation.
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6.1.2.#Pitch Accent

The nominative /ga/ occurs either with high pitch or low pitch as given in (4):

(4) wataji ga 'I +Norn'
LHHH

karasu ga 'crow + Nom'
HLL L

Sukenari Hino

In which environment do [ga] and [ga] tend to occur? Table 4 shows the numbers of [ga] and
[ga] that occur with high and low accent in the three settings:

Table 4

a.RM
Date Feb. 22 Mar.l Mar. 15 Mar. 22 Mar. 29 Apr. 5 Apr. 12
Environment No. of

[ga] [ga]
No. of

[ga] [ga]
No.of

[ga] [ga]
No. of

foa] [ga]
No. of

[ga] [ga]
No.of

foa] [ga]
No. of

[ga] [ga]
Total No. of

[ga][ga]
Ratio of [rja] to

[ga] in each accent
foa] [ga]

high accent 2 0 10 1 13 1 4 0 3 1 1 0 10 0 43 3 93% 7%
low accent 15 1 7 1 6 0 12 0 18 7 11 1 10 3 79 13 86% 14%
Sum 17 1 17 2 19 1 16 0 21 8 12 1 20 3 122 16 88% 12%

b.SC
Date Mar.l Mar. 8

Environment No. of

[ga] [ga]
No. of

[ga] [ga]
Total No. of

foa] [ga]

Ratioof foa] to [ga]
in each accent

[ga] [ga]
high accent 19 10 12 10 31 20 61% 39%

low accent 53 19 40 5 93 24 80% 20%
Sum 72 29 52 15 124 44 74% 26%

CRTS
Date Dec. 25 Apr. 10

Environment No. of

[ga] [ga]
No.of

[ga] [ga]
Total No. of

[ga] [ga]

Ratio of foa] to [ga]
in each accent

foa] [ga]
high accent 13 5 10 2 23 7 77% 23%
low accent 50 8 21 4 71 12 86% 14%
Sum 63 13 31 6 94 19 83% 17%

The following Table 4.d summarizes Table a, b, c:

Table 4.d
Environment Total No. of

foa] [ga]
Ratio of foa] [ga]
in each accent

[ga] [ga]
high accent 97 30 76% 24%

low accent 243 79 75% 25%
Sum 340 109 76% 24%

Thisresultsindicate that [ga] and [ga] occur equally in highaccent and low accent.

6.2.Syntactic Condition

The nominative /ga/ occurseither in a main clauseor a subordinate clause, as shown in (5):

(5) /ga/ in a main clause
Johnga hanaji o kii-ta.
John Nom story Ace hear-Pst

'John heard the story/
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/ga/ in a subordinate clause
John ga kii-ta hanaji
John Nom hear-Pst story
'the story John heard'

Table 5 shows numbers of [ga] and [ga] that occur in main and subordinate clauses in the
three settings:

Table 5

a.RM
Date Feb. 22 Mar.l Mar. 15 Mar. 22 Mar. 29 Apr. 5 Apr. 12
Environment No. of

[qa][ga]
No. of

[qa][ga]
No. of

[qa] [ga]
No. of

[qa] Iga]
No. of

[qa] [ga]
No. of

[qa] [ga]
No. of

[qa] [ga]
Total No. of

[qa] [ga]
Ratio of [ija]

and [ga] in each
clause

[qa] [ga]
main clause 4 0 12 2 9 1 13 0 13 2 10 1 10 1 71 7 91% 9%
subordinate
clause

13 1 5 0 10 0 3 0 8 6 2 0 10 2 51 9 85% 15%

Sum 17 1 17 2 19 1 16 0 21 8 12 1 20 3 122 16 88% 12%

b.SC
Date Mar.l Mar. 8
Environment No. of

[qa] [ga]
No. of

[qa] [ga]
Total No. of

[qa] [ga]
Ratio of [ga] to [ga]
in each clause

[qa] [ga]
main clause

subordinate
clause

Sum

CRTS
Date

Environment

main clause

subordinate
clause

Sum

56 24

16 5

72 29

Dec. 25

No. of

[qa] [ga]

20 15

43 0

63 15

31 11

21 4

52 15

Apr. 10
No. of

[qa] [ga]

25 5

6 1

31 6

87 35

37 9

124 44

Total No. of

[qa] [ga]

45 20

49 1

94 21

Table 5.d below summarizes a, b, and c:

Table 5.d
Environment Total No. of

[qa] [ga]
Ratio of [ga] to [ga]
in each clause

[qa] [ga]
main clause 203 62 77% 23%

subordinate
clause

137 19 88% 12%

Sum 340 81 81% 19%

71% 29%

80% 20%

74% 26%

Ratioof [qa] to [ga]
in each clause

[qa] [ga]
69% 31%

98% 2%

82% 18%

The results indicate that [ga] tends to occur more often in subordinate clauses than [ga],
whereas [ga] tends to occur more often in main clauses than [ga].

7. SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH

In this section, I will discuss how sociological and psychological conditions affect the
occurrence of [ga] and [ga].
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7.1. Sociological Conditions

Table 1 showed the numbers of [ga] and[ga] that occurred in the three settings. I will repeat
only numbers in Table 6:

Table 6
a.RM b.SC CRTS

Total No. of

[qa][ga]

Ratio of

[qa] [ga]
Total No. of

[qa] fea]

Ratio of

[qa] [ga]

Total No. of

[qa][ga]

Ratio of

[qa] [ga]
122 16 88% 12% 124 44 74% 26% 94 21 82% 18%

[ga] occurs most frequently in RM (88%), next frequently in RTS (82%), and least frequently
in SC (74%). I consider this difference to be due to the formality difference among the three settings.

I will apply the criteria in Table 7 to the three settings to define the degree of formality:

Table 7
Criteria

Setting
1. publicity 2. centralization 3. speech speed 4.pitch/stress/

vowel length
5. lstsg
watakushi
(formal)
and watashi
(less formal)

6. utterance-

final particles
ne,yo

7. utterance-

final polite
forms desu,
masu

RM high, speak
to public
(formal)

centralized to

Bible (formal)
stable (formal) stable (formal) consistently

watakushi
(formal)

less frequent
(formal)

consistently
used
(formal)

SC high, speak to
members
(formal)
low, speak to
individual

(informal)

centralized to
Bible (formal)
decentralized:
personal or
digressive topic
(informal)

stable (formal)
sometimes fast
(informal)

stable (formal)
sometimes high
/strong/ long
(informal)

consistently
watakushi
(formal)
watakushi and
watashi mixed

(informal)

less frequent
(formal)
frequent
(informal)

consistently
used

(formal)
sometimes not

used (informal)

RTS high, speak to
public
(formal)
low, speak to
interviewer

(informal)

centralized to

church, Bible
(formal)
decentralized:

Christmas
present,
making Easter
eggs (informal)

stable (formal) stable (formal) watakushi and

watashi mixed
(informal)

frequent
(informal)

consistently
used
(formal)

Criteria 3, 4, 5 and 7 are based on Code Consistency which Irvine (1979) proposed as one of
the aspects of formality. Watakushi (T/ formal) in criterion 5, for instance, is consistently used in RM,
whereas watakushi and watashi ('I,' less formal) are both used in RTS. Criterion 2 is based on
Emergence of a Central Situational Focus which was also proposed by Irvine. According to Irvine,
'the main or focal sequence' is 'centralized,' whereas the 'side sequence' is 'decentralized.' RM is
centralized since the only topic is the Bible. SC is centralized, on the one hand, when the topic is the
Bible, whereas it is decentralized, on the other, when the topic is something other than the Bible. The
other criteria, 1 and 6, are my own.

RM and RTS both have the same degree of formality in terms of criteria 3,4, and 7, whereas
RMis more formal than RTS in terms of criteria 1,2,5, and 6. Hence, I consider that RMis higher in
formality than RTS.As Table 6 indicates, [ga] occurs 88% of the time in RM, whereas it occurs 82% of
the time in RTS. Therefore, I believe that the more formal the situation is, the more frequently [ga]
occurs.

I divided SC into two parts, the formal situation in which the sermon occurs and the informal
situation in which digressive topics occur based on the seven criteria. In determining the boundary
between the two, I paid particular attention to the beginning of each part. When the informant
returns to the main topic (e.g., Bible, church) from the digression, he uses the following phrases, for
instance:
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(6)

(3.0) tsugi ni susumi tnasu ga (2.0) doizo niju:issetsu ogoran kudasai (Iwill proceed to the next part.
Please look at verse 21).

(2.5) sate watakushi-tachi wa (1.5) kono: (1.0) mat nichiyo:bi kyoikai ni kite-orimasu (By the way, we
go to church every Sunday).

The underlined phrases show that he returned to the main topic. Pauses before the two
phrases (indicated in parentheses;3.0seconds and 2.5 seconds) also delineate the boundary between
the informal situation and the formal situation.

When he digresses from the main topic, on the other hand, his speech speed sometimes
becomesfaster and his pitch becomeshigher at other times as given in (7):

(7)

(He first explains that it is difficult for us to understand verse 18 of The First Letter from
Peter, which says that we must obey any kind of master. Then, he explains that especially
Japanese people who yielded in World War II may not understand the verse. After that, he
states:

(1.0) watakushi wa betsuni kokode (0.5) hangyaku se:shin o yashinau tsumori wa nai (I do not
mean here to instill a rebellious spirit).

After this, he states his submissiveness. The underlined part is uttered at a higher speed. This
shows that he digressed from the main topic.

After dividing the whole SC into the two situations, I counted the numbers of [na] and [ga]
that occur in each situation as given in Table 8:

Table 8
Date Mar. 1 Mar. 8

situation No. of

Irja] [ga)
No. of

M [ga)
Total No. of

foal [ga)
Ratio of

foal [gaj
formal situation 31 6 17 3 48 9 84% 16%

informal situation 41 23 35 12 76 35 68% 32%

Sum 72 29 52 15 124 44 74% 26%

[na] occurs 84% of the time in the formal situation, whereas it occurs 68% of the time in the
informal situation. This result indicates that [na] tends to occur more frequently in formal situations
than informal situations.

The reason why [na] more often occurs in formal situations is that [na] has official status in
the Japanese speech community. This contrasts with Hibiya's conclusion that [g] is more prestigious
than[n]. I will mention some of the evidence that [na] has official status:

1. Nakazawa (1955) states that the Japanese Ministry of Education made efforts to have
medial [n] taught as the standard in elementary schools before World War II.

2. Shishigai (1957) laments that the younger generation is losing the medial [ij] in their daily
conversation.

3. Umegaki (1959) mentions that a famous professor asked Princess Michiko to use medial
[n] after her failure to use medial [q] in a TV interview.

4. Yamamura (1973), who was a director at the announcer-training school sponsored by
NHK (Nihon Hoso Kyokai, Japan Broadcasting Association), also states that instructors
had students practice pronouncing word-internal [n], using words such as [harjaki]
'postcard' and [nirjijyo:] 'doll.'
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7.2.Psychological Conditions

My informant said that he is careful about not using derogatory words especially in RM and
RTS since they are broadcast to the public. He said, however, that he is more careful in RM than RTS
since he is the only person who is responsible for RM, whereas in RTS, he feels safe because the
interviewer who is professional can cover for him if he fails. In SC, he does not have to be too careful
since he speaks only to members of the church with whom he is familiar, he said.

He is also careful about what time he will finish RM since he has to finish in about eight
minutes. On the other hand, he is not very careful about what time he will finish SC since he is
allowed to speak in the church for 30 to 40 minutes. In RTS,he does not have to be careful about time
since the interviewer is responsible for time.

It is only in RTS that he talks directly to an addressee, seated face-to-face with him. He said
this situation is much different from that in daily conversation. He also said that he feels a little
troubled in RTSbecause he cannot predict what his interviewer will ask since she is non-Christian.

In sum, the informant speaks most carefully in RM, next most carefully in RTS, and the least
carefully in SC. As Table 6 indicates, [na] occurs 88% of the time in RM, 82% of the time in RTS, and
74% of the time in SC. Therefore, I conclude that the more careful the speech is, the more frequently
[na] occurs.

8. CONCLUSION

I will restate the conditions under which [na] and [ga] occur:

A. Phonological Conditions (progressive assimilation)

[na] tends to occur after nasals (100% after /N/, 98% after nasals with vowels),
[na] tends to occur after a low vowel /a/ (96%).
[ga] tends to occur after obstruents (88%).

B. Syntactic Conditions

[na] tends to occur in a subordinate clause,
[ga] tends to occur in a main clause.

C. Sociological Conditions

[na] tends to occur in a formal setting and situation,
[ga] tends to occur in an informal setting and situation.

D. Psychological Conditions

[na] tends to occur in careful speech,
[ga] tends to occur in casual speech.

WhenI made a presentationat the Conference of the Linguistic Society ofJapan (held on June
21,1998), Professor Kadomichi at the Osaka Foreign Language University advisedme to lookat /ga/
occurring in prominence4 as well as those thatoccur in high and low accents. Myintuition is that [ga]
frequently occurs when a speaker emphasizes the subject of a sentence. If /ga/ that occurs in
prominence is frequently pronounced as [ga], my intuition will be supported. This is a pragmatic
condition. The reason [ga] tends to occur in a main clauseis that the subjectin a main clause tends to
bemore emphasized thanthatin a subordinate clause. I will reserve thisissueforfuture study.

ABBREVIATIONS
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Ace: accusative

Nom: nominative
Pst: past
1st sg: first person singular

NOTES

1 The transcription /N/ is taken from Vance (1987). /N/ is a phoneme that represents [m],
[nL fo]/and [p]. Vance calls /N/ mora nasal since /N/ itself constitutes one mora.

2 There are some exceptions to this rule. Akinaga (1981) mentions the following:
(2)a. The repeated /g/ sound in onomatopoeic and mimetic words is pronounced

as [g], although it is not word-initial.

[ga:ga:] 'quack-quack' (onomatopoeic word)
[giragira] 'glaring' (mimetic word)

b. The numeral go 'five' is pronounced as [g], even when it is not word-initial.

[d3Ui:-go] ten-five 'fifteen'

c. The /g/ directly following a prefix (honorific, negative) is pronounced as [g].

[o-genki] honorific prefix o + 'fine'
[$ui-go:kakui] negative prefix + 'pass' 'not passing'

d. The M2-initial /g/ in compounds is often pronounced as [g] when Ml and M2
are not closely linked.

[nihon-girjko:] Japan-bank 'Bank of Japan'

e. The /g/ in a loanword is pronounced as [g].

[asuiparagasui] 'asparagus'

These exceptions are excluded by Hibiya (1995) since "their exceptional nature is well-
established and we did not want these factors to interfere with our investigation of social
factors."

3. The 13 words are as follows:

1. /kago/ 'basket' [karjo]~[kago]
2. /kagami/ 'mirror' [karjami]~[kagami]
1. /itigo/ 'strawberry' [it/irjo]~[itJigo]
4. /oyogu/ 'swim' [oyorjui]~[oyogui]
5. /ha-gaki/ leaf-writing 'postcard' [harjaki]~[hagaki]
6. /uwa-gi/ upper-wearing 'outerwear' [urwarji]~[urwagi]
7. /ama-gasa/ rain-umbrella 'umbrella' [amarjasa]~[amagasa]
8. /koma-geta/ horse-clogs 'clogs' [komarjeta]~[komageta]
9. /tju:-gi/ faith-justice 'loyalty' [tju: rji]~[tju:gi]
10./kai-gun/ sea-army 'navy' [kairjum]~[kaigum]

11./kawa-goto/ peel - together with 'skin and all' [kawarjoto]~[kawagoto]
12. /kore-ga/ this-Nom [korerja]~[korega]
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13./d3u:-go/ ten-five 'fifteen' [d3ui:go]

1 through 4 are words consisting of a single morpheme. 5 through 11 are compounds
consisting of two morphemes. 12 consists of a morpheme with nominative /ga/. In 1
through 12, /g/ occurs word-internally. Kindaichi (1967) excluded /d3u:-go/ (No. 13) since
all informants pronounced /g/ in /d3u:-go/ as [g].

4. When /ga/ gets prominence in low pitch accent and high pitch accent, pitch becomes higher
than usual low- and high pitch accent.
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A BICLAUSAL ANALYSIS OF THE BEI CONSTRUCTION IN
MANDARIN CHINESE1

Hiro Justin Ota, Department ofLinguistics

ABSTRACT

The bei construction refers to sentences containing the element bei which have been traditionally called
'passive' sentences in Mandarin Chinese. So-called Mandarin passive sentences, the bei construction,
show some interesting properties: (i) The verb form inthe bei construction does not seem tohave any
overtpassive morpheme, (ii) The logical object of theverb canstilloccur in the postverbal position in
the bei construction. Thus, it seems mat a passive verb inMandarin can retain the ability to assign Case
to its object

Li (1990) arguesagainstthe biclausal analyses of the bei construction and claims that the bei construction
is a passive construction and has a monoclausal structure. I will attempt to show that the bei
construction has a biclausal structure andarguethat the bei construction is not a passive construction in
the sense of Perlmutter and Postal (1983a), who claim that the passive construction involves 2-1
Advancements from a transitive stratum. I will show that bei is an unaccusative predicate which
subcategories for a clausal argument. Iadopt the framework ofRelational Grammar (RG) inanalyzing
this construction. I argue thatthe bei construction involves Object-to-Subject Raising, andsubsequent 2-
1 Advancement in the matrix clause.

1. INTRODUCTION

The bei construction refers to sentences containing the element bei which have been traditionally
called 'passive' sentences in Mandarin Chinese. The bei construction takes two major shapes asin (2a)
and (2b):

(1) The active construction:
NP1 V NP2

(2) The beiconstruction:
a. NP2 bei NP1 V

b. NP2 bei V

In (2a) bei is followed by NP1, thelogical subject, but in (2b) bei is immediately followed bytheverb.

So-called Mandarin passive sentences, the bei construction, showsomeinteresting properties,
(i) The verb form in the bei construction does not seem to have any overt passive morpheme.
Consider the following sentences:

(3) W6 pian le ta.
I cheat asp him2
T cheated him/

(4) Ta bei w6 pian le.
he I cheat asp3
'He was cheated by me.'

(ii) The logical object of the verb can still occur in the postverbal position in the bei
construction.

81
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(5) Ta de fuqln bei tiifgi sha le.
his father bandit kill asp
'His father was killed by the bandit.' (Li 1990:156, her (6) a)

(6) Ta bei tufgi sha le fuqln.
he bandit kill asp father
'He was killed father by the bandit. (His father was killed by the bandit and he was
affected by the killing.)' (Li1990:156, her (6) b)

Considering the above examples, it seems that the so-called passive verb bei in Mandarin retains the
ability to assign Case to its complement. Some other properties will be further considered in later
sections.

Various analyses for the bei construction have been argued. For example, M. Hashimoto
(1969), A. Hashimoto (1971), and Chu (1973) have argued for a biclausal analysis. Li (1990) argues
against these biclausal analyses and claims that the bei construction is a passive construction and has
a monoclausal structure. In this paper, I attempt to show that the bei construction has a biclausal
structure and argue that the bei construction is not a passive construction in the sense of Perlmutter
and Postal (1983a) who claim that the passive construction involves 2-1 Advancement from a
transitive stratum.4

In this paper, I will show that bei is an unaccusative predicate which subcategorizes for a
clausal argument. I adopt the framework of Relational Grammar (RG) in analyzing this construction.
I argue that the bei construction involves Object-to-Subject Raising, and subsequent 2-1 Advancement
in the matrix clause. Sentences like (6) are derived by means of Possessor Ascension (cf. Section
4.1.4.).

2. LI'S ANALYSIS (LI 1990)

2.1 MONOCLAUSAL VS. BICLAUSAL ANALYSIS

Li (1990) argues against biclausal analyses of the bei construction and argues for a
monoclausal analysis. She uses distributional properties of verbs to test whether the element bei is a
verb or not. Bei fails all four tests that she provides for verb-hood; thus, she concludes that bei cannot
be a verb subcategorizing for a clausal complement. She also compares the bei construction and a less
controversial biclausal structure5 in terms of the scope and distribution of negation, adverbials, and
lexical anaphors, and shows that these two constructions behave quite differently with regard to
scope and distribution. She concludes that the beiconstruction does not involve a biclausal structure,
and so she proposes a monoclausal analysis.

2.2 THE B£l CONSTRUCTION AS A PASSIVECONSTRUCTION

Li analyzes the bei construction as a passive construction. In her analysis, the D-structure
object NP in the non-Case position is forced to move to the subject position, just as it does in English
passives, to receive Case in order to avoid a violation of the Case Filter. She argues that "the passive
morpheme does not play an important role in the analysis of [Mandarin] Chinese passive
sentences...the passive morpheme in [Mandarin] Chinese, if there is one, does not play a role in the
Case or theta-role assignment ofpassive sentences." (171) This claim, however, is distinctly different
from some previous analyses of the passive construction. The analyses proposed by Jaeggli (1986)
and Baker (1988), for instance, claim that the passive morpheme plays a significant role in the Case
and theta-role assignment.
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2.2.1 THETA-ROLE ASSIGNMENT

In Li's analysis, whether a clause has a passive or active structure is determined by the
position where theexternal theta-role isassigned at theD-structure. She argues that a transitive verb
can assign anexternal theta-role either to the subject position or to a position within some projection
of Vwhich lies outside of the lowest VP node. If the external theta-role is assigned to the subject
position, it will result in an active sentence.

n1
6

(7) [s- NP1 [vp NP* v ]]«

(in order to receive Case)

NP1 = subject
NP* = underlying position of the logicalobject

(Since NP* is in a non-Case position, it has to move to the postverbal position to
receive Case.)

If theexternal theta-role is assigned byVP to the position outside of the theta-role assigning VP but
within the projectionof V, then it results in a passive sentence.At the same time, the element bei has
to appear before the NP which is assigned the external theta-role. Li claims that bei is not a verb, but
she doesnot suggestto which word category bei doesbelong.

e f~^\ e
(8) [s- e [Vp bei NP1 [vp NP* V] ] f

NP1 = logical subject
NP* = logical object

(in order to receive Case)

NP*, which is in a non-Case position, has to move to a Caseposition to satisfy the CaseFilter. It can
move either to the subject position or to the postverbal position since both positions are Case
positions. However, NP* cannot move to the postverbal position because that would result in the
subject being filled by an expletive, which is not allowed in Mandarin. Thus, the only option is for
NP*to move to the subject position, thus, resulting in a passive sentence.

Li's analysis seems to work, but it is not clear how the bei phrase emerges within the
projection of V but outside of the theta-roleassigning VP through a process of assigning the external
theta-role. NP1 above must have been base generated by the assignment of the external theta-role
obeying the projection principle. Doesthe assignment of theta-role create an adjunctionstructure?Or
does she allow a triple-bar level? It seems that we need to modify either the projection principle or
the X-bar theory in order to accommodate her analysis. In her analysis [bei NP] is an argument and
has to receive Case in order to satisfy the Case Filter. How [bei NP] receives Case is not clear. The
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verb should not be able to assign Case since the verb assignsCase to the right in Mandarin. If bei is a
Case assigner, what licenses the existence of this element is not clear. In the following sections we
consider an alternative analysis.

3. BICLAUSAL ANALYSIS

M. Hashimoto (1969), A. Hashimoto (1971), and Chu (1973) argue for the biclausal analysis
for the bei construction. A. Hashimoto (1971:81), for example, derives (9) from (10) by identity NP-
deletion of the object of the complement clause:

(9) Zhangsan bei Lisl xiao.
Zhangsan Lisi laugh-at
'Zhangsan was laughed at by Lisi.'

(10) [si Zhangsan [Vpi [v bei] [S2 Lisi [vp xiao [Zhangsan] ] ] ]

Although I do not adopt the deletion analysis above, I argue for a biclausal analysis in the following
sections. I argue that bei is an unaccusative predicate and that the bei construction involves Object-to-
Subject Raising and 2-1 Advancement from an intransitive clause and does not involve syntactic
passivization.

3.1.0. ADVERSITY

The usage of the bei construction is generallyrestricted to signaling adversity:

The bei passive in Mandarin, like those of Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai, and other Asian
languages, is used essentially to express an adverse situation, one in which something unfortunate
has happened. (Liand Thompson 1981:493)

Consider the following examples:

(11) W6 muqin xie le zhei b£n xiSoshuo.
my mother write asp this-CL novel
'My mother wrote this novel.'

(12) *Zhei ben xiSoshuo bei w6 muqTn xie" le.
this-CL novel my mother write ASP
(Li and Thompson 1981:500)

(11) cannot be passivized because it does not describe an adverse event. As Li and Thompson
(1981:499) explain, (12) is not acceptable since "writing a novel" normally does not have any
pejorative implication.

Why is it the case that the bei construction cannot be used more freely to derive passive
sentences from active counterparts? It is because bei is a matrix predicate having the meaning of
adversity and the bei construction is not a true passive in the sense of Perlmutter and Postal (1981).
Theclaim that bei is a predicate with thesense ofadversity canbesupported by diachronic evidence.
Bei is historically derived from the verb bei which means 'to receive, to undergo, to suffer, to be
affected' (Peyraube 1989:347-50, 1996:176-78). Consider the following example from pre-medieval
Chinese (206 B.C.- 220 A.D.):
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(13) Zu bei wu xing
finally suffer five punishment (ShTjl: Qu Yuan JiS Shlng Liezhuan)
'(He)finally suffered thefive punishments/ (Peyraube 1989:348)

Here bei is used asa main verb meaning 'to suffer7. Thus, the adversative meaning ofbei in Modern
Mandarin is probably inherited fromits earlier stages.

3.1.1. LI'S ANALYSIS ON ADVERSITY

Li recognizes the adversity connotations expressed by the Mandarin bei construction. She
suggests that this pejorative sense comes from an adjunct theta-role8 assigned by the bei phrase, bei
followed bythelogical subject NP, tothe surface subject NP(the logical object):

Anadjunct theta-role must becombined with anargument theta-role Ifanadjunct theta-
role is assigned to the subject position, the object NP must move to the subject position so
that there will bean argument theta-role for thesubject position. (Li 1990:202)

3.2 THE MATRIX PREDICATE B&I

In this section I argue that bei is an unaccusative predicate which subcategories a
complement clause. An unaccusative stratum can be defined as follows:

(14) A stratum is unaccusative if and only if it contains a 2-arc and no 1-arc.9
(Perlmutter 1973:151)

3.2.1 SO-CALLED ADVERSITY (INDIRECT) PASSIVES IN JAPANESE.

The analysis I adopt in this paper is similar to the oneargued for in the Japanese adversity
passive construction by Unetani (1986). Unetani argues that the so-called plain and adversity, or
indirect, passives are derived from two distinctive structures. The plain passive involves 2-1
Advancement from a transitive stratum. The adversity passive, however, does not have 2-1
Advancement from a transitive stratum; therefore, theadversity passive is not a passive construction
in the senseof Perlmutterand Postal (1983a). Sheargues that the adversitypassive, whichcarries an
adversity connotation, has a biclausal structure in which the matrix predicate is an unaccusative
predicate which subcategories fora complement theme clause and an oblique NP.

3.2.2 U'S TESTS FOR VERB-HOOD

Li argues against the biclausalanalysisand claimsbei is not a verb. She provides three tests to
show that bei is not a verb (Li1990:158-59):

Test 1. A verb can take an aspect marker.
Test 2. A verb can take the V-not-V form.

Test 3. A verb can be a simple answer to a question.

Li applied these tests to bei and bei indeed failed all of them, and thus she concluded that bei
is not a verb. Her arguments seem to be logical, but as pointed out by Ross (1991), these three tests
used by Li are defective and, as shown below, do not lead us to the conclusion that beiis not a verb.
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3.2.2.1 TEST 1: ASPECTUAL SUFFDCAITON

It is true that bei cannot take any aspectual suffixes, but neither can some uncontroversial
verbs. Verbs likexiang 'to resemble' andthecopula shi cannot take aspect markers.

(15) *Ta xiang-le/-gud/-zhe baba.
he resemble-asp father
('He resembl-ed/-ed/-ing his father.')

(16) *Ta shi-le/-gud/-zhe xuesheng.
he was/was/is being student
('He was/was/is being a student/)

(15) and (16) show that these verbs cannot take aspect markers, butweshould notconclude that they
are not verbs. There is a class of words called coverbs in Mandarin, to which bei may belong.?0
Coverbs arenot considered as verbs by Li.Thus, they should fail this test However, there are some
coverbs which can take aspect markers.

(17) Dldi gen-zhe mama z6u.
kid brother with-asp mom go
'Kid brother follows aftermom/ (Ross 1991:85)

(18) Tamen wang-zhe chuan shang fang qiang.
they towards-asp boat on fire gun
'They fired at the boat' (Li and Thompson 1981:361)

Since some verbs cannot take aspect markers and some coverbs, which should not take aspect
markers,, take aspect markers, we conclude that this test is not reliable in determining verb-hood.
Therefore, asTai (1982) notes, whether anelement can take anaspect marker ornot cannot serveasa
test for verb-hood.

3.2.2.2 TEST 2: V-NOT-V NEGATION

Bei does not occur in theV-not-V form in interrogatives. Even though coverbs normally do
not occur in this form, its occurrenceis possible:

(19) Ni daodi gei-bu-ggi ta xie xln?
you in-fact to-not-to him write letter
'Do you in fact write letters to him?' (Ross 1991:82)

Ross (1991:83) argues that the V-not-V form makes the reduplicated constituent the primary
information focus of the sentence. She claims that the reason why coverbs do notnormally occur in
this form is thatthecoverb phrase does notnormally carry primary information. She concludes that
the permissibility of theV-not-V form reveals a semantic, not syntactic, property of the element in
question; thus, this propertymay not be used to distinguish verbs from non-verbs.

3.2.2.3 TEST 3:A VERB CAN BEA SIMPLE ANSWER TO A QUESTION

Though mostverbs can occur as aone-word answer toayes/no question, some verbs cannot

(20) Q: Ni rang ta z6u-le ma?
you make him go-asp Q
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'Did you make him go?'

A: *Rang(-le); Rang ta z6u le; Dui
make

This property isnot a correct generalization for all verbs, and therefore, is not a good test to check
verb-hood.

In conclusion, the three tests utilized byLi donotreveal thecategorical status ofan element
Thus, it cannot beconcluded thatbei isnota verb justbecause bei fails these tests.

4. ANALYSIS

I propose that thebei construction has the following setofinitial grammatical relations (GRs):

(21)

The embedded 2 raises to the matrix clause. Since bei conveys an adversity meaning, only the
argument which is affected by the process of theembedded predicate canraise. Thus, onlyinitial 2or
the possessor of initial 2 (see 4.1.4) can raise to the matrix clause in the bei construction. Raising is
subject to the following proposed laws (Perlmutter and Postal 1983b:53):

(22) Host Limitation Law
Only a term of a grammatical relation can be the host of an Ascension,
[terms = 1,2,3]

(23) Relational Succession Law
An NP promoted by an Ascension rule assumes the grammatical relation borne by the
host out of which it ascends.

Thehost of an Ascension in (21) is 2,so it satisfies the Host Limitation Law.Bythe Relational
Succession Law, the ascendee, the embedded 2, will bear the 2 grammatical relation to the matrix
clause.

(24)
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The Ascension changes the grammatical relation of the matrix initial 2 to 2-chdmeur, consistent with
the Chdmeur Law (Perlmutter and Postal 1983c:96) and the Motivated Chdmage Law (P & P
1983c:99).

(25) Chdmeur Law
If some nominal, Na, bears the same relationin a stratum, Q, and some other nominal,
Nb, bears the same (term) relation in the following stratum (Q+i), then Na bears the
chdmeur relation in Q+i.

(26) Motivated Chdmage Law
Chdmeurs exist onlyunder the conditions described in theChdmeur Law, that is, only
when the antecedent of this law is met.

(24) is not well-formed since the Final stratum in the matrix clause does not contain the final
1 and thus violates the Final 1 Law.

(27) Final 1 Law
Every basic clause contains a final-stratum 1-arc, and thus every basic clause involves
some nominal as final 1.

Thus, in order to satisfy the Final 1 Law, the ascendee advances to 1. The basic bei
construction has the following surface structure:

(28)

NPl NP2

The word order in Chinese is 1 P 2 (the numbers refer to the final relation); thus, (28)
generates the word order NP2 bei (matrix P)NPl embedded P.

4.1 SOME UNIQUE PROPERTIES OF THE Btl CONSTRUCTION

Li(1990) noted some unique properties ofthe bei construction, and in the following sections, I
attempt to account for these properties using the structure in (28).

4.1.1 Btl PHRASE DOES NOT FUNCTION LIKE AN ADJUNCT

Li(1990:162) treats thebei NP sequence as acounterpart totheby-phrase in English, which is
anadjunct. She observes thatanargument can bereferentially dependent on [bei NP]. Sheconcludes
from the generalization that referential dependency is not possible between an argument and an
adjunct of X, i.e., that [bei NP] is not an adjunct.

(29) Wdde shu bei Zhangsan, sdng g6i ta de,- erzi, le.
my book send to give his son asp
'My bookwasgivento his, sonby Zhangsan,/
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1.5 Group work promotes peer support. "Although I made mistakes in our group
role-playing activities, my group members would still support me...," claims a
student. In addition to moral support, students also support each other by peer
tutoring. "By helping others to learn the material, I also learn." This evidence
suggests that group work helps students learn from each other through peertutoring
(Cohen and Kulik, 1981; reported in Olsen and Kagan, 1992). Sometimes explaining a
certain concept requires elaboration. The students' understanding of the concept is
enhanced in the process of explaining it to someone else (Dansereau, 1985; Webb,
1982; reported in Olsen and Kagan, 1992).

1.6 Group work enhances social skills. Not everybody is comfortable working or
interacting with others because of differences in personality and learning style
(Oxford, 1997). Some would rather work individually; others enjoy the social
interaction. The type of society we live in requires that individuals learn to work
harmoniously with others towards a common goal. 'Teamwork in the real world is
real" (Foyle and Shafto, 1995, p.16) and through group work, students learn team
work. "Group work makesstudents team players."

1.7 Group work promotes creativity and cognitive development In order to
achieve team success, it is important for the team members to be open to others'
ideas and opinions, allowing themselves to grow and develop cognitively. Through
experimentation with newand different ideas, they can create a betterperspective or
understanding of the concept. "Projects that require creativity are done best in
groups."

Theethnographic analysis of the data sofar suggests that useof group work in the classroom
is perceived by the students as favorable and beneficial to their language learning. Five students
(10%), however, expressed negative comments about group work. (Despite this, twoof these students
still favor theuseofgroup work in theclassroom.) The remaining 90% made onlypositive comments.

2.Students' Negative Perceptions of Group Work

The two most salient complaints about group work in general are lack of cooperation among
group members and lack of sensitivity towards group members. In the Tagalog class, the four
common complaints were inadequate time, unclear instructions, inconsistent scheduling and too
much time spent on group work activities. "We spend too much time doing group work when we
learn more by having the teacher lecture more." These negative perceptions indicate that there is a
need for better preparation and organization on thepart ofboth the teacher and thestudents. Poorly
planned group work activities are as ineffective as badly run lockstep instruction (Long and Porter,
1985). Therefore, group activities should be carefully planned with the instructor making sure that
instructions are clear and the time allotted for completion is well-estimated, taking into consideration
learners' level of proficiency. Furthermore, teachers must keep in mind that these group activities are
in a foreign language and that students are beginners. They need to have more time to think in the
target language. A consistent schedule may also help students keep a routine. When students know
whatactivity to expect andwhen, theycan focus better onlearning the target language.

Students, especially those who are opposed to group activities for whatever reason, should
have the freedom to choose to work individually when the activity allows. However, if social
interaction is imperative, then they should be open to change and be willing to cooperate. Perhaps
they should be given specific instructions, guidelines and/or practice on social skills (e.g., listening
actively to what others are saying, taking turns in expressing opinions, being non-judgmental) and
giving others opportunity to and some period of time to adjust to the new learning strategy. It is
possible that they are simply not accustomed to group interaction and do not have the necessary
social skills to make it work for them. Once theybecome comfortable working with others, theymay
change their attitude.

3. Students' Perceptions of the Effectsof Group work on Learning Tagalog
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Further analysis of students' responses reveal both positive and negative effects group work
has on their language learning. The positive effects focus on two aspects: (1) what the students
learned and gained and (2) what influenced their learning. Students claim that the Tagalog group
activities gave them providing them greater, more varied language practice opportunities (Long and
Porter, 1985) and a better grasp of the language structure. The use of the target language in a social
contexthas also increased their exposure to and acquisition of the language. Skit presentations forced
them to recycle newly learned words and experiment with the language. Humorous students in
particular "come up with the most outrageous things possible, which take extra thought," and in the
process, "are forced... to use new words and grammar." The humor helps students "remember those
outrageous sentences." It seems that social interaction, with a dash of humor, is a good recipe for
language learning.

Through regular social interaction, students bonded and discovered that peer tutoring is an
effective learning strategy. Through elaboration and clarification, student comprehension improves
because ideas are rephrased and words are repeated (Pica, Young and Doughty, 1987; reported in
McGroarty, 1995). Both speaker and listener benefit from the experience. "By helping others to learn
the material, I also learn."

On the other hand, peer tutoring is perceived by two students (4%) as a hindrance to
language learning. "I personally don't learn anything if I'm having to explain to other group
members the activity." "I like working in groups for dialogs but when it comes to explaining how to
form words, I don't understand what people are telling me." This suggests that students' personality
and learning styles should be considered when planning group activities (Oxford, 1997).
Furthermore, they should be allowed to give their input as to which individuals they choose to work
or not work with. When students have a negative attitude towards their peers, group work is more
likely to fail. "I don't like to work with individuals that are so lost in class that they are no help to me
in learning the language."

CONCLUSION

The results of this study show positive student perceptions on the use of group work in
language learning. Much of the evidence supports claims favoring the use of group work in the
classroom. Overall, the students feel that group work should continue to be a part of the language
learning experience. Their positive feelings towards group work indicate that language learning
through social interaction and meaningful "real life" situations do positively influence their language
acquisition. However, there are students who would like to see a balance between group work and
lecture. Teachers need to be flexible and cautious about over-using group work in the classroom.
Perhaps, they should consider regular student feedback on group work activities to provide them
with valuable "inside information" that they can use in their evaluation of their use of group work
activities. Knowledge of "what works" or "does not work" based on students' perspectives will
enable them to maximize the effectiveness of group work activities in the classroom. And for teachers
who are considering whether or not to use group work in class, hopefully the results of this study
will encourage them to go ahead and discover for themselves the benefits the students get from this
style of learning. They need to always keep in mind that effective group work activities depend a
great deal on careful planning and execution on the part of the teacher as well as cooperation and
participation of students.

FURTHER RESEARCH

There is strong evidence that students benefit from group work in the classroom and that it
enhances their language learning. Research studies haveshown evidence to support its effectiveness.
However, further research is needed to look at the effects of group work "outside" the classroom.
Bassano and Christison (1995) believe thatstudents will acquire the target language moreeasily, in or
out of the classroom, when they see its importance and when the interaction is meaningful in realistic
social settings. One student claims that in-class group work was not the primary reason for his/her
learning. "What has really helped me with learning Tagalog is not the group work in class, but the
outside exposure to the language. When you practice what you've learned outside of class it's more
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natural. Natural in the sense that the setting is real. You aren't making up sentences of a particular
type and pattern. You have to learn how to apply all that you've learned. It's not like a dialog where
you're given certain lines to read out—your answers are spontaneous, responding to the question or
statement made by the other person you are conversing with."

Several students also reported that they meet outside of classto study together for tests. "We
usually see what we don't know then we go over the whole lesson and do the exercises, plus we
make up our own to practice to see if we understand." "We make exercises for each other... then we
do it in front of the group and explain why and how we did it." It would be interesting to find out
what kind of "out-of-class" group activities students design to help themselves enhance their
language learning, how these activities affect their learning, and how they compare to the effects of
in-class group work on students' learning.
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APPENDIX

Student Questionnaireon the Use of Group Workin Class

You are requested to submit a comprehensive and honest reaction/self-evaluation (in English)
reflecting on the effects group work has on your learning and use of Tagalog. Please type your
answers to the questions listed below (12-font, double-space). DO NOT PUT YOUR REAL NAMES.

1. Doyou enjoy workingin groups, in general? Whyor why not?
2. Doyou enjoy working in groups in theTagalog class? Whyor why not?
3. How does group workin class affect your learning ofTagalog? Doyou feel you are successful in

learning Tagalog throughgroupwork? How doyouknow? Please explain in detail.
4. How can we improve the group work activities in teaching/learning ofTagalog 102? Please give

specific suggestions.
5. Other comments:



THE ESL/EFL DICHOTOMY AND WHAT THE CLASSROOM
ENGLISH TEACHER CAN DO ABOUT IT

Anthony Silva, Department ofEnglish asa Second Language

ABSTRACT

The division between teaching English asa Second Language (ESL) andEnglish asa Foreign Language
(EFL) has been with us for at least fifty years. This dichotomy of termsfails to adequately describe both
the current state of the English language teaching field and the large segmentof English learners and
speakers whodiffer fundamentally from the accepted concepts marked by these two terms. Clinging to
this outdatedone-or-the-other system fails to account for a largepart of the English-speaking world,
which in turn leads to a failure to serve it adequately both in research and pedagogy. This state of
affairs has repercussions both inside andoutside theclassroom. However, despite numerous proposals,
acceptance of new terms has failed to take hold due to political, economic, and pedagogic resistance.
Theclassroom English teacherhas an important role to play in helping to bring about a change in this
situation and the concomitant improvementsin English language teaching.

The terms English as a Second Language (ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
have been with us for some time now (Nayar, 1997), and are increasingly being used to mean the
same thing or, at the other extreme, completely different things to different people. Thinkingin this
binary fashion has created a chasm between the two terms and has failed to adequately describe a
large segment of English speakers who differ fundamentally from the accepted concepts marked by
these terms. This confusion has broad implications for English language teaching (ELT) and has
affected learners, teachers, and researchers to varying degrees. While there has been no lack of new
terminology proposals, widespread acceptance of anything other than the terms ESL and EFL has
failed to take hold due to political, economic and pedagogic resistance, and I believe teachers can
play a role in bringing about a change in this situation.

THE TERMS

Situational differences in the nature of ELT and English language learning have been
recognized since the 1940s (Nayar, 1997). Nayar cites Morris (1945) as first to bring the distinction
between ESL and EFL to light. Generally, the two could be described as being "learned in an English-
speaking milieu for the purpose of day-to-day communication or...in a non-English-speaking milieu
for more restrictive purposes," respectively (Ashworth, 1985). Since Morris' distinction, terms have
proliferated which seek to define more precisely just what it is that learners are learning and teachers
are teaching when these groups undertake English language instruction around the globe. A
sampling of terms, in no particular order, includes the following: teaching English, the teaching of
English asforeign language, language teaching, English as a native language (ENL), English as a basal
language (EBL), English as an additional (or associate) language (EAL), English as a language of wider
communication (ELWC), English as an international language (EIL), English as an international auxiliary
language (EIAL), English as an international/intranational language (EIIL), English as a language of
international communication (ELIC), English as a world language (EWL), indigenized (or institutionalized)
varieties of English (IVEs), and new varieties of English (NVEs). Generally speaking, the numerous
classification models seek to define more clearly the boundaries among the terms with respect to
historical, political, cultural, social, and linguistic factors. The current settlement on the ESL/EFL
dichotomy no longer reflects the true situation in the field, and clear boundaries are no longer
delineated by these two terms, given the changing role of the English language throughout the world
today.

REVISION PROPOSALS

Although other proposals for revision certainly exist (Judd, 1987;Moag, 1982a;Smith, 1983), a
a recent proposal by Nayar (1997) will help to illustrate the issues involved in addressing changes to
the current nomenclature. Nayar (1997) has proposed a taxonomy which he claims has "...a more
realistic sociolinguistic base and a more appropriate applied linguistic motivation" (p.9). He
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delineates ESL—English taught in the native environment, learned in order to interact competently
with native speakers [NSs] and to integrate into the NS community, as well as for socioeconomic
respectability and upward mobility (e.g., the U.S., Great Britain, Australia); EAL (where 'A' stands for
associate)—English not native to the environment, used in influential circles, receiving some
environmental support, having some officially approved national status, and not (necessarily)
learned for communication with native speakers (e.g., India, Singapore, Philippines); and
EFL—situations where "...there is no history of prolonged British or U.S. political presence, ...
English has no special status or internal function, and ... its communicative use is of low priority"
(p.29; e.g., Japan, China, Germany). As can be seen here, the default view of ESL as that which is
learned and taught in a native English speaking country, and EFL, as that which is learned and
taught in a non-native English speaking country, is no longer a viable alternative.

TEACHING DIFFERENCES

Putting aside the political and economic intricacies involved in the spread of English (which
have been dealt with in depth in Kachru, 1986; Moag, 1982b; Pennycook, 1994;Phillipson, 1992),we
can see that one other main focus in the above proposed taxonomy involves linguistic environment.
As the environment in which one learns a language changes, so too does the amount of input that can
be expected as well as the quality of that input (Sridharand Sridhar, 1986). In an ESL situation, say, in
the U.S., we would expect the learner to encounter a fair amount of quality input just by stepping
outside of the classroom and going about his or her daily business. Furthermore, much of that contact
would be with NSs and therefore production (and hence instruction) would need to suit the
intelligibility needs of NSs. The areas of pragmatics, semantics, phonology, and syntax, to varying
degrees, must all be considered within the specificenvironment where language learning takes place.
Contrast this with an EFL situation, where the majority of the target language (TL) input would
probably be restricted to the classroom itself, contact with NSs would be minimal, and the purpose
for learning very different. Obviously, the role of the teacher and the instruction itself must shift to
match the context at hand. It is in the EAL situation, though, where the teacher of English
(particularly a transplanted, monolingual, native speaker) will probably be the most challenged. For
it is here that the teacher will encounter what Kachru (1985) has referred to as institutionalized
varieties of English (also referred to as indigenized or nativized varieties):

The institutionalized second-language varieties have a long history of acculturation in new
cultural and geographical contexts; they have a large range of functions in the local
educational, administrative, and legal systems. The result of such uses is that such varieties
have developed nativized discourse and style types and functionally determined
sublanguages [registers].... (p.211)

In other words, these are new Englishes that can differ from "standard" English in phonology,
syntax,semantics,and pragmatics. (It is in response to these marginalizedgroups of Englishspeakers
that new taxonomy proposals haveemerged.) For example, in the areaof phonology, native speaker
norms may not be the goal or may even be frowned upon (Gill, 1993; fibril, 1982; Kachru, 1985;
Sridhar and Sridhar, 1986; Tay, 1982; Wong, 1982). In the area of syntax, home-grown, perfectly
acceptable norms have evolved in response to some of the eccentricities of English, such as the
generalized "is it" tag question ("He's eating, is it?"; Tay, 1982). In the area of semantics,over-used
wordsare given extensions of meaning, suchas open and close replacing switch on and switch off, turn
on and turn off ("open the light"; "close the TV"; Wong, 1982). Pragmatics, too, often fit the
institutionalized setting rather than native English-culture norms (use of imperatives as request
forms; Sridhar, 1988).

I mention these aspects of institutionalized varieties neither as criticism nor as praise, but
rather to draw attention to the vicissitudes of the EAL situation. These areas and many more like
them may be impossible to change and may not need to be changed, and this is something which the
individual teacher must decide for himself or herself based on the social, political, and cultural
context, and on the needs and goals of the learners. Rather than striving for some fuzzy "standard
English" in these situations, it may be more useful to think in terms of some kind of general
understanding, which may consist of intelligibility (word-level understanding), comprehensibility
(meaning-level understanding), and interpretability (intention-level understanding) as proposed by
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